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Abstract 
 

The identification of new biomarker is one of the most important task in the 
field of clinical and pharmaceutical research. The testis produce male gametes 
in the germinal epithelium. About 10 to 15 % of cases of male infertility are 
due to azoosperima. We for the first time identifying the novel marker by 
doing genome wide analysis of mass spectra data for infertility (Non 
obstructive Azoospermia). Proteins can particularly be good biomarkers. One 
of the key approach is to first establish which proteins are expressed in normal 
and disease conditions of any specific tissue of interest and then identify the 
proteins that are differentially produced or not-produced in the disease 
condition. Mass spectrometry has become one of the most informative 
methods for studying proteins.After extracting proteins of significance, they 
were compared with previously established microarray data to identify 
potential biomarkers for normal mouse testis. 2374 proteins are identified in 
NOA condition by Mass spectrometry experiments. 583 proteins were found 
only in NOA condition and not found in normal condition. COL6A2,ANG, 
GMPPA,MAN2B2 andCLSTN3 proteins can be novel markers for NOA 
condition. 

 
 
Introduction: 
Proteins play an important role in disease initiation, progress and even identification 
of disease-stages. Identified potential marker can be used as a drug targets. Proteins 
are the most abundant element present in living organisms. Mass spectrometry had 
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become one of the most informative methods for studying proteins and standard 
technique for protein identification, Quantification and Characterization in proteomics 
data. Mass spectrometry can be used as a large-scale technique and can be used for 
identifying the biomarker in proteomics data with more accuracy. Proteomic studies 
may identify potential markers for infertility and other diseases of the genito-urinary 
tract [1].Mass spectrometry-based search for biomarker patterns is widely recognized 
as a valuable research tool for predictive medicine and pharmacological monitoring 
[2]. 
 Normally identification of markers is done based on single or multiple samples, 
but we tried to identify the markers by genome wide analysis of mass spectra data. 
That is we collected all the mass spectra data which are available in the mass spectra 
resources for NOA condition. 
 Human infertility affects ∼15% of couples, with the male contributing to the 
infertility in 50% of all cases [3, 4]. One of the most severe forms of male infertility is 
azoospermia, which is characterized by an absence of sperm in the semen [5]. 
 
 
Materials and methods: 
There are several mass spectrometry based proteomics databases are publicly 
available. The main resources are: PRoteomics IDEntifications database(PRIDE), 
Global Proteome Machine database(GPMD), Peptide Atlas, Tranche and NCBI 
Peptidome [6].Initially searched all databases for the NOA condition and we found 
datasets only in GPM database. In the available resources Tranche and NCBI 
Peptidome were not working. 
 We found 12 datasets for NOA condition from GPM database. Mgex tdb is the 
database which gives the information (list) of genes expressed in testis in different 
conditions. This database list the specific genes present in testis tissue for different 
conditions [7]. The proteins identified by mass spectrometry are then compared with 
the list of specific genes for NOA condition obtained from Mgex tdb. Compared that 
specific list of proteins with the normal testis specific genes obtained from Mgex tdb. 
The proteins which are present in NOA condition and absent in normal testis were 
identified. 
 Protein score is calculated for identified proteins by using the data obtained from 
the GPM database. 
 Score is calculated by using the formula: 
 Score=.1(A) +.2(B) 
 
 Where  
 A  The number of distinct peptide identified for that particular protein. 
 B The number of repeated peptide identified for that particular protein. 
 
 High score proteins are identified and then based on protein- protein interaction 
we identified novel protein biomarker for NOA condition.  
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Result and Discussions: 
In GPM database we found 12 experiments for NOA condition by mass spectra 
analysis of seminal plasma sample taken from the people suffering from NOA Table1. 
2374 proteins were identified in the seminal plasma sample of NOA affected peoples 
by mass spectrometry analysis. Among 2374 proteins 1067 were specific to NOA 
condition. Around 700 proteins were identified in all 12 experiments fig1.so more 
confidently we can say that expression of that proteins in NOA condition. 583 
proteins were found only in NOA condition and absent in normal condition. Protein 
scores are calculated for 583 proteins. The proteins which have less number of 
interaction can become a good marker.Based on the protein score and protein-protein 
interactions and number of experiments identified that particular protein 
COL6A2,ANG, GMPPA,MAN2B2 andCLSTN3 Table 2. 

 

 
Fig1. The graph shows around 700 proteins were identified by all the studies, 120 
proteins identified by 11 studies. 

 
 

Table1: NOA dataset details: 
 

ACC No Identified Protein Identified Peptide 
GPM32010005808  1500 total selected peptides = 33433 

  unique selected peptides = 7170 
GPM32010005809  1526 total selected peptides = 32802 

  unique selected peptides = 7213 
GPM32010005810  1513 total selected peptides = 34845 

  unique selected peptides = 7243 
GPM32010005812  1418 total selected peptides = 38745 

  unique selected peptides = 6969 
GPM32010005813  1468 total selected peptides = 42796 
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  unique selected peptides = 7392 
GPM32010005814  1482 total selected peptides = 44138 

  unique selected peptides = 7301 
GPM32010005815  1500 total selected peptides = 33115 

  unique selected peptides = 7170 
GPM32010005816  1526 total selected peptides = 32802 

  unique selected peptides = 7213 
GPM32010005817  1540 total selected peptides = 37043 

  unique selected peptides = 7397 
GPM32010005818  1300 total selected peptides = 41063 

  unique selected peptides = 6379 
GPM32010005819  1464 total selected peptides = 39678 

  unique selected peptides = 7322 
GPM32010005820 1651 total selected peptides = 44837 

  unique selected peptides = 8461 
 
 
 Table1. This table shows the number of studies available for NOA condition and 
the number of proteins, peptide identified in each studies. 

 
 

Table2: Details of top 10 proteins: 
 

Protein Protein score Protein –protein 
interaction 

Number of studies identifies 
that protein 

CLSTN3 15.23333 0 9 
MAN2B2 19.85833 1 10 
COL6A2 78.875 3 12 
AMPD3 8.633333 3 2 
PDE9A 8.025 3 8 

SRGAP1 49.5875 4 1 
BCAM 11.66667 4 7 

GMPPA 9.366667 5 11 
ANG 15.5 7 12 

NUDT5 33.2 11 5 
 
 
 Table 2. This table shows the details of top 10 proteins, which contains the name 
of protein, protein score, protein-protein interaction, number of studies identifies that 
proteins. 
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